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THE LASER-FUSION PROGRAM AT LOS ALAMOS*

Roger B. Perkins

University of California
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

I. INTRODUCTION TO LASER FUSION

Evei-since the realization that the energy production in the sun and

the stars is caused by fusion reactions, man t;asbeen intrigued with creating

energy from such reactions on earth. In the early 1950’s, the development

of thermonuclear explosives demonstrated the feasibility of producing energy

from fusion In 1955, efforts to develop controlled thermonuclear energy

were declassified and an international cooperative proaram was’ initia~ed

using magnetic forces to compress and heat thermonuclear material to ignition

conditions and to confine the fuel while it burns. In the intervening years,

much progress has been made in the magnetic fusion energy program, but produc-

tion of energy of sufficient magnitude for practical power production has yet

to be demonstrated.

Since the late 1960’s, a new concept for\achieving fusion has been under

development--namely using an intense laser pulse to compress and heat a small

pellet of fusion fuel to ignition conditions. The fue-!,once fgnited% would

be confined by its own inertia for a short time--long enough to permit a

significant portion of it to burn before the heated pellet would fly apart.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Energy Research and Lkvelo~nt
Administration.
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Let us review the fusion reactions which occur at the

temperatures (Slide 1). As is well known, energy is given

elements fuse to form heavier elements. As we will see in

D+ T reaction occurs at the lowest energy and yields 17.5

14 hieVto a neutron and 3.5 MeV to an alpha particle. The

require much higher plasma temperatures and hence will not

lowest plasma

up when the light

a minute,, the

14V -r fusion,

other reactions

be used for first-

generation fusion reactors, if ever. However, they offer potential advantages

over the D-T reaction: The D-D reaction eliminates the need to l~reecl T fuel,

since D occurs naturally. Further, the lower

neutron activation of the reactor structure.

since no neutrons are produced and there is a

neutron energy reduces the

The D-3He system is even better

possibility that electricity

could be extracted directly from the interaction of these particles with

electric and magnetic fields.

Slide 2 shows the fusion cross sections as a function of the particle

energy. Clearly the D-T reaction is the most feasible. In a plasma, one has

a distribution of velocities which can be characterized by a ~eratun,

generally expressed in electron-volts (1 eV~ 104 ‘K). The reaction rate Is

the product <u v> qf the D-T reaction cross section and the retative velocity

of the D and T nuclei, averaged over a Maxwellian velocity distr~bution.

Slide 3 illustrates the rapid rise inthe D-T

ture, with temperatures greater than about 5

rates. Ifwe start with an equal mixture of
.

reaction as a function of tempera-

keV required for significant bum

deuterons and tritons with a total

density of n atoms/ems, the thermonuclear power per cms is (Slide 4)

P=
()

#2<uv>QT

where QT = M En + Ea u M(14.1 MeV) + 3.5 MeV and M is the blanket energy
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multiplication factor. The blanket is designed to contain lithium, which

producqs tritium by neutron interactions:

6Li+n= 4He+ T + 4.8t)#leV

7Li+n= 4He+T+n- 2.47 NeV.

In practical designs, about 1.1 T atom can be produced per T atom consuned,

and the net energy multiplication factor can be about 1.3 or Q% 22 HI.

Let us now consider the conditions under which fusion can occur.

Suppose we

(Slide 5).

,~20 ~tcm~

or 8.6 keV

consider a 1 mg pellet of frozen DT at solid density Of 0.2 g/m3 -

The number density is 5 x 1022 atoms/cm3 so 1 mg contains 2.4 x

and is a sphere 1 mm in radius. Ifwe heat the pellet to 108 ‘K

essentially instantaneously, we must invest 3 nkT = 1 x 106 J.

The inertial confinement time Te = ~4CS ‘
that is, the radius divided by

sound speed in the hot plasma (the factor of 4 arises from the atierage mass

in the sphere during its disassembly). The sound speed or thermul velocity

of the ions is 108 cm/s at this temperature, so the disassembly time ‘e ~

2.5 X 10-10 S. The reaction time Tr
1 -7=—S4X1O

n<u v> s under these s-

conditions. The fractional burnup of the pellet i~ approximately given by

‘ef%T = tiPR=
r 4miCs

in this case. The energy out, assuming Q = 17.5 MeV,

326 MJ/mg x 1 mg x & = 0.2 MJ, only 1/5 of whatwe

the pellet.

is therefore Eout =

had to fnvest to heat

Clearly, we have to do better. How is this accomplished?

the fractional hurnup is proportional the product CIR,the other

Notice that

factors being

only a function of the temperature at which the reaction OCCU=. The product
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pRu; ,so ifwe can raise the density of
R

fraction burned even though the disussenbly

the pellet, we will increase the

proceeds more quickly. Suppose

we are able to compress the pellet

to 0.”1ml. Then the density would

%
‘e
T%r

and f%

radius in our

increase 1000

2.5 X 10-11 S

4 x 10-10s

0.06.

In this case E. = 20 MJ, so we have obtained 20X

example by a factor of 10

fold and (Slide 5 overlay)

the incident power. This is

still not much gain, for we will have to overcome the inefficiencies of con-

verting the heat to electricity (.35), of producing the laser energy from

electricity (.05), and finally losses due to lack of perfect absorption of

the laser light by the pellet (.3). The product of all three facti= is about

1/200 so we stil1 miss breakeven by a factor of 10. However, at these concfi -

tions, the range of the alpha particles is only 0.3 g/cm2, whereas the absorp-

tion length in one pellet radius is pR = 2 g/cm2. Twenty percent of the

nuclear energy is redeposited in the pellet, providing a bootstrap mechanism

which reduces the incident laser requirements. In fact, one need only ignfte

the center of the pellet to create a propagating bl!rnwave fmm the alpha

particles which then can ignite and burn a substantial portion of the pellet.

Finally, are there tremendous density increases even possfble? Calcula-

tions ‘ndicate that a pressure of at least 1012 atmospheres is required to

achieve 10,000 fold compression, the level believed necessary to achieve

adequate gains to overcome the inefficiencies and produce net pwer. sur-

prisingly, the energy required for this compression is only 1% of that needed

to heat the DT pellet to ignition temperature, so all we need is a mechanism.
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In laser-driven fusion, the laser light is focused symmetrically on

thi!spherical pellet.

which quickly forms by

creating hot electrons

The light is absorbed in the low density atmosphere

electron-ion interactions or by plasma instabilities,

with energies measured in thousands of volts. The

absorption occurs predominately in the critical-density region, where the

index of refraction becomes imaginary. (n = 1021/A2 where A is the light

wavelength in Urn).(Slide 6). The hot electrons produced by the laser-plasma

irlteractiondiffuse around the pellet and heat its

to ablate, which creates a spherical rocket effect

of the pellet.

surface, causing particles

which causes an implosion

To minimize the total energy required, the compression must be done

carefully by tailoring the laser energy wit”]time, and one also must avoid

preh~ating the core of the pellet.

theoretical studies are addressing

proc?sses, and ] will elaborate on

less the implosion is sjmnetrical,

Many of the current experi~ntal and

the detailed understanding of these

some of these topics later. Further,

both in the initial stage awd late in

un-

the

process, the

must be very

design.

yield will be significantly degraded. Thus, the Oaser illumination

smooth, and one must avoid hydrodynamic instabilities by careful

Sophisticated computer programs have been developed to study the laser-

driven implosions and resulting e~plosions. It is now generally agreed that

a laser delivering about 1OO,(JOOjoules in about 1 ns will be rquired for

scientific breakeven, where the thermonuclear yield equals the laser light

&
absorbed by the pellet. Net energy production Is expected to require in

excess of 1 MJ from the laser per microexplosion.
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II. LASER CHOICES

I#hatis the status of high power, short pulse lasers? (Slide 7). Early in the

program, Nd:glass lasers were quickly adopted for experiments, since they

were capable of quite higltpower and energy levels and could be produced

off the shelf from a number of manufacturers. At LLL, these large laser

systems based on Nd:glass have been developed by incre~sing the pinierout-

puts and by combining large numbers of beams. John Holzi-ichterhas given

you a colloquium during the past year which described the LLL systems.

They hope to attain power levels of 25 TW with the Shivs laser now near

completion. However, the average power output of a single beam and the repetition

rate of the Nd:glass laser is limited due to the very slow cooling capability

of a solid like glass. Further, the efficiency is very low, being about o.1%

in current systems. Thus, present-day M:glass lasers have no chance of being

incorporated into a laser-fusion reactor concept. /

Los Alamos adopted a different approach by developing the C02 laser. This

laser is based on exciting a gas medium composed of nitrogen and carbon dioxide,

and the efficiencies turn out to he several percent. Further, since the laser

medium is a gas, it is in principle capable of high repetition rates and high

power output if one uses a flowing system. The main drawback of the laser

is its wavelength, 10.6 pm, ten times that of Nd:glass and in the far infrared.

This

be d-

wavelength required use of special window materfals and was thought to

sadvantageous for pellet implosion about which I will speak later.

A search has been underway for a so-called Brand X laser, a gas laser

of visible or near-visible wavelength but with high efficiency. A number

of candidates are being explored throughout the world, but to date, none seems

to have the desired set of features.
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Alternate driver schemes are being explored. Electron-beam accelerato~

offer much higher efficiency, but suffer from the difficulty of tra,lsporting

the very high current and current density but relatively low voltage beams

to the pellet target. Thus, if the scheme can be made to work, one will have

to solve the standoff problem, i.e., avoiding destruction of the machine by

the fusion output.

Recently, the use of very heavy ions has been proposed. Multi-ampere

beams ofmulti-GeV uranium ions appear to be best. But the difficulties and

high potential cost of this approach require further consideration.
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111. C02 LASERS——

1 will now describe the C02 laser development program at LASL and the

facilities that are being constructed and used. But fimt, I will briefly

describe how these devices work:

The C02 laser, as with any laser, requires a population inversion between

the two atomic or molecular states involved in the optical transition of

interest. The kinetics are quite complicated in this system, so I won’t try

to explain them in any detail. The excitation is provided by electrical

power, which imparts kinetic energy to electrons which in turn excite pr-

edominatelythe first vibrational state of N2. This level is nearly coincident

in energy with the upper level of the 10.6 umtransitfon in COz, and the excita-

tion is relatively quickly shared between the N2 ar?~C02 by molecular collisions.

To obtain the very short, single pulses needed for laser-fusion studies,

one must use a system similar to that shown on the next slide (Slide 8). At

the front end one has an oscillator which is capable of generating a train of

short 10.6 pm pulses. One of these, typically 1 ns long, is switched out tt~rough

an electro-optical shutter. Its power level can be very small, but itmst be

completely free from pre-pulses. Then the pulse is sent to a series of amplifiers,

which consist of C02-N2 gain media pumped to an inver%ion level slightly below

that which would lead to spontaneous light output. When the trigger pulse fmm

the oscillator propagates through the amplifiers, stimulated emission occurs

and the pulse power increases.

A number of conflicting technical and physical constraints affect the design

of the high power amplifiers. First, to get short intense pulses, one must use

pressures of about 3 atmospheres.
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Second, the laser mediu~ must be preionized with electrons during the

main discharge, and the electron kinetic energy requirements increase with

increasing pressure and aperture. Finally, the intensity in the pulse must

be limited to less than 2 J/cm* to avoid damage to the exit wirxbw of the laser.

The window must be transparent to 10.6 Urnlight and the best choice is NaC1.

However, salt is not very strong and is available only UP tG d~=ters of

about a foot, thus placing a limit on the aperture size and a further limit

on the pressure in the pumping media.

These various constraints, together with othefi not discussed, have led

to a basic amplifier design shown in the next slide (9). The200 I@electr’ons

are generated in a vacuum diode, penetrate a Ti window into the 3 atmosphere

lasing medium, providing ionization for a high intensity electrical discharge

(Slide ~a as backup). The mediunlis pumped for several microseconds before

the laser pulse to be amplified arrives. The next slide (10) shcws the actual

hardware

1250 jou”

output fl

used in our dual beam module. The design point of this module is

es per beam with a 1 ns pulse length. We have observed 850 joules

om each beam without a target in place, but have been limited to

beam energies of about 350 joules with targets due to a decreased oscillation

threshold arising from target reflections. In December, experiments started

using both beams simultaneously. A

will increase the output energy and

the output power.

number of improvements are

decrease the pulse length,

planned which

both improving
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With all laser systems, one must worry about retropulses due to target

reflections which can send massive pulses back up the laser and destroy

sensitive components. In glass laser systems, with relatively SM1l

aperture, Faraday rotators can be employed after a polarizer to eliminate

retropulses.

C02 systems,

is formed In

amplified to

focus in the

protects the

Research continues on large aperture rotato~ suitable for our

but a simpler scheme has been found. Ifa focus or near focus

the final amplifier near its input, retmpulseswhlch become

dangerous levels will

laser medium, and the

upstream components.

The next slide (11) shows the

simply cause optical bmakdcmm near the

resultant absorption anclrefraction fraction

sequence of W2 “Iasefi

construction at Los Aldm~, for laser-fusion e)tpf?rhnk.

which are under

The S8S has been in

use for several years for laser-target interaction studies. The TBS uses the

dual beam module shown in the previous slide, which is a prototype forthe EBS,

a laser which will provide 104 joules when operational next year. Finally, the

HEGLF is being designed to provide 105 joules which is the energy level believed

needed to reach scientific breakeven.

The next slide (12) shows a drawing of the EBS. (point out features). The

..ext slide (13) shows details of the 4-dual beam modules which will provide

8 beams to the target chamber at the center. Note that the optics consist

entirely of copper mirrors which are highly reflective for the 10 m light.

Finally, the target chamber is shown in the next slide (14). (Discuss)

Operation and alignment of the optics will be controlled by a computer systm.

The HEGLF again is based on the concept of the dual beam module. In this

design, the final power amplifier (Slide 15) uses a comon central electron

gun with an annular arrangement of a dozen laser chambers. The segmentation of

the beam into 12 parts is dictated by the size limits on the salt windows

-1o-



mentioned earlier. Six of these amplifiers will be aimed at a single

target as shown in the next slide (16). The facility was fully authorized

a few months ago at a cost of $55M. It is scheduled for completion in 1981.

In addition to the usual problems associated with a construction project

of this magnit~de, a number of specia”lproblems deserve mention. The optical

system must focus 6 beams simultaneously (within a few picosecond) onto the

target with a 40G w focal spot size. This requires essentially perfect optics
I

throughout the system, for a perfect system,

surface finish would exist, would still have

due to diffraction effects. The quantity of

I

where no errors in pointing or

a finite spot size of about 3(X)vm

mirrors required, if hand polished,

would require the full output of world’s mirror and lens makers for many years

and the qualiiy would be inadequate. Therefore, in conjunction with the

Oak Ridge Y-12 plant, we have had to develop diamond-point misromachining and

optical inspection techniques to machine copper mirrors to an accuracy of about

1 pm or one tenth of a wavelength. The process is fast and cheap and requires

no hand finishing (Slide 17).

Another problem is that of electromagnetic interference. Hith the intense

electrical currents and voltages which provide the excitation of the lasers

microseconds before the laser pulse hits the target, plus the strong electro-

magnetic and nuclear signals which will occur when 100 kJ fs converted to

nuclear output, target diagnostic signals must be very carefully shielded

from this noise. In the HEGLF, we have decided that only fiber optical cables

will be sufficiently insensitive to pickup. Therefore, all control andexperi-

mental wiring will be contained in well-shielded boxes, interconnected via

fiber optics. Microprocessors will be used for the interface between each end

of each fiber to the electronic actuators or transducers. The entire complex

will be controlled from a central location with a well-shielded computer system.

-11-
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The HEGLF will be our major facility when completed in 1981. The

research program will include basic experiments and military applications,

but the main thrust will be to achieve scientific breakeven on suitable

targets, where the output power equals or exceeds the input laser power.

The facility is being designed to handle 200 shots per year with adequate

shielding for the up to 5 x 1017 neutrons per microexptosion. Once scientific

breakeven is achieved, studies will continue to reach higher ga-inswith

improved designs, and to simplify pellet designs to permit auimnation of

fabrication and, hence, a lowering of their cost.

Follow-ons to HEGLF are now being studied, since it may turn out that

no better laser is invented and developed. C02 lasers are scalable to higher

powers and improved efficiencies should be achievable with further engineering

dwelopmenc. In particular, efficiencies approaching 30%may be possible by

lnultiplspulse extraction. Further, being a gas laser, high repetition rates

are ~lso quite feasible and we are working closely with industry b be able

to move into a flowing gas laser concept if appropriate. An experimental

laser-fusion reactor would almo~t certainly not be built at a national lab

such as Los Alamos, but we would like to exploit HEGLF and its possible follow-

on!;to a maximum possible extent to reduce total costs and time delays in

achieving comercial laser-fusion power, assuming it is possfble.

-12-



IV. RECENT TARGET INTERACTION EXPERIMENTS

I can only sketch briefly some of the target experiments that are in

progress. Many of these experiments have been performed on simple slab

targets, but others have requ- ‘ed use of low mass, symmetric spherical

targets. With laser powers currently available, spherical gas targets with

a diameter of approximately 100 urn(a tenth of a mm) are required. These are

most convenientl.vmade b.vusinq tiny hollow spheres of glass into which DT

can be diffused at high temperature to produce stable targets which contain

up to 100atmospheres at room temperature with gas lifetime measured in months.

The glass spheres or microkalloons are made commercially but must be rigorously

selected to find the approximately one in

and symmetric shape.

The next slide (18) shows an example

a million that has a uniform watl

of a small gas-filled microballoon of

75~m diameter. A more typical target used with the two-beam laser is the

bal1-and-disk target shown on the next slide (19). The disk intercepts part

of the laser erlergyand provides more uniform heating of the sphere.

Experiments are underway at the present time with the SBS and TBS C02

lasers and also is200joule Nd:glass two-beam system, the latter facilfty being

useful for comparing laser-target interactions at the 1.06 pm wavelength. A

variety of techniques are employed for experiments ranging from photographic

films, track detectors, and neutron activation detectors to very sophisticated

x-ray streak cameras, x-ray microscopes, and multiple-frequency interfercmters.

(Slide 20).

Experiments are compared with theoretical calculations to

the codes, and to

are only one- and

three-dimensional

gain confidence of the predictive capacity.

both calibrate

Since the codes

two-dimensional, the calculations can only

objects interacting with real laser beams.

-13-
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tool is the LASNEX code originally developed at Lawrence

to which we now contribute improvements which are shared

Livennore Laboratory,

by both laboratories.

One of our main experimental and theoretical efforts during the past year

has been the elucidation of the wavelength scaling question. That is, the

question of whether the long 10.6 pm C02 wavelength would be appropriate for

laser-fusion (S1ide 21). First, let US review the objections to long wavelengths.

This slide simply shows a schematic of the plasma blowoff cloud from a solid

target with a beam incident from the right. The laser light does not penetrate

beyond the so-called critical density, the point where the index of refraction goes

through zero, corresponding to the point where the local electron plasma frequency I

equals the incident laser freque~~cy. Since the critical density nc “* ●

the 10.6 pm C02 light penetrates only to a density 100 times lower than the

Nd laser light. For a hydrodynamically expanding plasma, the C02 li5ht iS

absorbed at a much larger radius, and because of tie low densfty, the energy

deposited per particle is much higher.
\

It was believed that C02 laser light would therefore generate very ene~tic

“suprathermal” electrons in this absorption region, and these electrons could

cause severe preheating of the target core because of their long range. Achfeving

isentroplc compression of the preheated fuel is more difffcult and energy con-

suming.

A number of methods of determining the suprathermal electron energies have

been devised. One method is to look at the maximun ion energies, assuming

that the Ian velocities will be related to the suprathennal electron energies

present in the target. The result was that at comparable flux densittes of

about 10’5 W/cmz, the maximum ion velocities observed with Nd and C02 lasers

were about the same.

-14-



Similarly, high energy x-ray spectra measurement: from both Nd and C02

laser experiments also indicated similar hot electron temperatures of about 15

KeV. Also, the energy spectra of electrons which leave the target are simflar for

both wavelengths, though the interpretation of the spectra is complicated by the

fact that the detected electrons must cross large time-dependent potentials.

We have realized in the past year that the ponderomotive force (the

force due to the pressure exerted by the laser light at high intensities] has

been neglected in the wavelength argument (Slide 22). Consider the ratio of

the radiation pressure to the plasma pressure at the critical density. At

1015 W/cm2, assuming a plasma temperature of 1 keV, the ratio is much greater

than one for C02 laser light and approaching one even for Nd. In this region,

we wauld expect the plasma profile to be strongly distorted by the laser,

especially in the vicinity of the critical density. In particular, for the !XJ2

experiments we might expect the laser ponderomotive force to drive up a very

large density step whose upper density might be comparable to tie Nd critfcal

density. This could explain the similarity in results-between the two wavelengths.

More recently, we have combined all data that we could ffnd on hot electron

temper~tures and plotted it versus PL (Slide 23). We note that all the pofnts

seem to lie on a single curve for a single wavelength. Further, ff we plot the

data as a function of PLA2, (Slide 24), the data coalesces to a single curve,

characterized by three regions. In the upper region, where strong proff?e

modification effects are likely due to the high ratio of ponderanotive pressure

to plasma pressure, the slope of the curve is 0.25, fmplying

temperature is scaling as the square root of the wavelength.

that C02 radiation may be nearly as satisfactory as Nd:glass

that the Oot electron

Thus, ft appears

radfatfon.
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In both cases, we will have to worry abo’jtfast electron preheat in target

designs. One scheme which we are considering is called vacunn insulation.

(Slide 25). The leakage of a few electrons causes a buildup of an electrostatic

potential which repels the bulk of the remaining hot electrons, which oscillate

through the outer shell gradually losing energy

after a fraction of a nanosecond, the vacuum is

across it, but we believe that the preheat will

time.

Finally, we

target design (S”

by collisions. Eventually,

shorted out by plasma flowing

have been avoided at the crucial

have incorporated the vacuum insulation feature into a HEGLF

ide 26), which we believe will reach scientific breakeven at

an irmt energy of about 30 kJ. Such calculations are subject to many approx-

imations, so we will have to wait for HEGLF to test ~t.

-16-



v. CONCEPTUAL POWER PLANTS

I now wish to discuss conrnercialapplications cf laser fusion, assuming

we have success in burning pellets at significant gain. Figure 27 shws a

simplified flow diagram for a laser-fusion electric generating station.

Electrical power drives the laser, whose light is transported to the fuel

pellet in a suitable reactor cavity. The neutrons deposit their energy in a

lithium blanket which serves the dual function of breeding tritium and transferring

the heat to a steam turbine. The turbine drives a generator, yielding electrical

power to the grid and to the laser system. The tritium produced in the blanket

is separated, combined with deuterium, and fabricated into suitable fuel pellets.

What are the energy flow considerations in such a !rocess? Figure 28 shows

a block diagram. rI1is the efficiency of the injector or laser. Y is the net

output ener~ of the pellet comp~red to the input laser power. It is the product

of the pellet gain a~d the fractional absorption of the laser light by the prllet.

~T is the efficiency at which heat is converted to electricity.

lating power, which practica”ilymust be kept below about 0.3 to

costs of the plant within bounds. Using the estimates shown in

e is the circu-

keep the capital

the figure, a

pellet gain of about 600 is required, which will require central ignition and

propagating burn of the pellet.

Understanding of the physics of laser-induced fusion must await the avail-

ability of higher power lasers. However, it is believed that the pellets will

involve DT fuel either as a cryogenic solid oras high pressure gas In soltd

shells. The output of the burning pellet will appear as neutrons for about 75%

of the energy, up to 5?4as photons, and the remnining 20% or so will be absorbed

by the pellet. Some fractfon of the absorbed energy will appear at the reactor

cavity first wall as debrfs from the pellet materials.

---.- -
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The main engineering problem of laser-fusion reactors is to contain the

energy of the pellet explosions by a suitable cavity for some 109 to 10’0

pulses over the reactor lifetime. A typical pellet energy yield is 100 MJ,

corresponding in energy to roughly 20 kg of high explosive. A repetition

rate of 1 to 10 per second is believed desirable.

A number of laser-fusion reactor concepts have been Investigated. The

wetted-wall concept is shown

The reaction chamber is

The cavity wall is made of a

in the next slide (29).

spherical and is surrounded by a lithium blanket.

porous refractory metal through which coolant

lithium flows to form a protective coating on the inner surface. Partof this

layer is ablated by each pellet microexplosion and the evaporated lithfum is

exhausted through a supersonic nozzle into a condenser. For a 100 M micro-

explosion, a 3.4 m minimum diameter chamber is required to avoid overheating

of the wall by x-ray energy deposition. At this dfameter, a O.1-um-thick film

of lithium would be vaporized by each microexplosion and such a Iayer could be

restored in a fraction of a second by inward flow.

A crude vacuum must be maintained (% 1017 atoms/cm3 or 1/100th of an

atmosphere) to avoid optical breakdown by the incident laser light. Analyses

of the blowdown phenomena indicate about a second ts requfred to restore ‘Je

cavity to this condition after each microexplosion.

repetition of 1 per second or about 100 MW would be

reactor concept.

In this design, a tube would be used to inject

transport tubes woultibe used to provide reasonably

Therefore, a maximum

appropriate for a wetted wall

pellets. Eight laser-beam

synmetric illumination.

B1anket structures have not been designed in detaf 1, but acceptable breeding

r~~tioscan be achieved. 100 Mllmicroexplosions can be contained without exceeding

fatigue limits using niobium, molybdenum, or stainless steel at tempei’atures up

to 1000 K.
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An alternative concept uses a solenoidal magnetic field to protect the

cavity walls from energy deposition and erosion. This scheme is shown on

the next slide (30). The central portion of the cavity and its blanket

is within the solenoid. Alpha and other ionized particles in the pellet

debris are diverted by the magnetic field to conical energy sinks in the

ends of the cylindrical cavity.

Studies have been made of the behavior of the cavity. The alphas act

as single particles, going into gyro-orbits of about 1 ❑ radius for Bz =

2000 gauss,

debris acts

and spiraling out the ends to the energy sinks. The much slower

collectively; it Excludes and then compresses the B field between

the plasma and the cavity wall, with pressure balance occurring at a 2 ❑

radius. After several bounci?sagainst the field, the plasma ex~nds toward

the energy-sink regions.

A cavity radius of 5mwas chosen to avoid excessive x-ray heating of the

inner wall of the blanket. Carbon appears to be a satisfactory wall material,

and a refractory metal carbide is used for the energy-sinks. Again liquid

lithium is used for

subtend only 10% of

part of the tritium

tritium brwding and heat exchange. The en~rgy-sinks

the solid angle and need not be cooled by lfthtum and be

breeding

The potential advantage

replaceability of the energy

region.

of this concept is the relatively convenient

sinks which will bear the brunt of the damage

from pellet radiations. Also, higher repetition

Further, the magnetic field will shield the last

charged particle damage. Finally, the tailoring

at the energy-sink region will permit a lowering

rates should be possfble.

optical elements from

of the frfnging fields

of energy densfty in space

and time which should reduce temperature swings and deterioration of the

surfaces.
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Finally, laser-fusion hybrid “oncepts have been considered, where

fissionable material is incorporated in the b~anket. Twomajor featu~s

have emerged from these considerations: (1) hybrids have the potential to

produce fissile fuel and power with an order of magnttude lwer Iaser/

oellet performance than required for pure laser fusion, and (2] the hybrids

produce

fission

path if

10 times more fissile fuel per unit of thermal energy generated than

breeder reactors. So such hybrid reactors may provide an intermediate

the difficulties

A schematic view of

slide (31), based on the

of pure laser fusion are too great.

an electric generating station i% sham in the next

magnetically protected concept. Four reactors with

a thermal power output of 1250 MW each are included. Hot-cells are provided

to service the energy-sink cones. Separate heat-exchanger and lithiun-tritiu.m

separator systems are provided for each reactor. The laser power supplies are

on the 2nd floor and the 16 C02 laser power amplifiers are on the 3rd. Only

8 lasers ars lJsedat once, the light being directed to the cavities success-

ively by a rotating mirror system.

A schedule has been developed for cormnercialuse of laser fusion. (Slide (32].

It projects operating of an EPR in the 1990’s and operation of a demonstration reactor

in2000, leading to connnercialization after the year 2000. in spite of this

overly optimistic schedule, the promise of laser fusion appears to be sufficiently

great that a vigorous program is wel1 justified. The problems enmnpass a broad

range of physical and technical areas and are an exciting challenge to everyone

involved.
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D+D ~T(l, Ol MEV)+ P(3,03MEV) 4,04

D + 3HE-- 4HE(J,6Z MEV) + P(14,67MEV) 18.34

CHARGED
PARTICLES
(MEV)
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